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Summ
A GAPP processor aray of 11520 processors and its associated controller
were built and tested. It allows the processor aray to be programmed
conveniently using high level languages without sacrificing speed or code
effciency. The system is fully functionaL. The hardware strcture and
special features of this system are presented in this report

1. The Parallel Processor System.

As par of the process of evaluating parallel processor algorithms with emphasis on image

processing we have developed a complete parlel aray processor system. ,Ths is a necessar tool

because large programs require unacceptable long time to execute on a software simulator, and
because algorithm optimization ultimately requires testing with real time data. Included in the
system area 96 by 120 aray of GAPP processors(Geometrc Arthmetic Parlel Processor, NCR
45CG72) and an MI (Multiple Instrction Multiple Datapaths) contrller optized for progr
compression and fast program flow control.

Rather than inventing a new operating environment, the system was designed to operate as an
external coproessor to an IBM AT personal computer as a host Paths are provided from the host
to the parallel processor system for program and data loading, run-time operation, and status
monitoring. In addition, high speed 12 bit parllel input and output ports ar provided which are
capable of 10 megawords per second syncrhronous data transfers, and slower asynchronous
transfers.

Processing within the parel processor system is completely self-contaied so that once staed by
the host, program execution can proeed independently. Our present system loads data via a DMA
chanel in the host computer and the results can be unloaded sinuarly to host or to a real time video
display unit. A software console program was developed for use in the host computer to control
the paralel processor system interactively.

2. Processor Aray

The SIMD (Single Instrction Multiple Datapaths) data processing section consists of an aray of
GAPPdevices and is constrcted from four circuit board assemblies, each of which has a 60 by 48
aray of single bit GAPP processors. The boards, which were specially designed for this
application, contan extensive signal buffering to allow aray expansion in all four diections by
using multiple boards. This versatiity allows altering the ary aspect ratio for experimentation

with varous classes of problems. Array expansion with these components is feasible up to
approximately 256 by 256 cells at which point it is wortwhile to design a unique board package
for each case so as to optize density and area effciency.

The processors are organized as two arys as show in Figure 1: one of 12 by 96 processors for
input/output corner-turing, and a main aray of 108 by 96 processors. The two arrays may
optionally execute from independent instrction and address streams. However, in the present
system only one stream is used. In the main ary, the EW and NS register planes ar connected in
a cylindrcal surace topology in both the east-west and north-south dirctions, although spiral and

other interconnections are jumper selectable. The corner-turning aray is cylindrcal in the

north-south diection for the NS register plane, and uses the east edges for input and the west edge
for output. The two arys are connected, also in a cylindrcal maner, by the CM register plane in
the GAPP devices.
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Figure 1. GAPP processor array.
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3. The Distrbuted Macro Controller (DMC)

The controller, dubbe DMC, addresses the criucal issue in parlel proessing computers like the
GAPP with high processor density and liouted memory and instrction sets. The controller allows
ready implementation of adaptive progrng decisions made by the host; that is, without loss of
machine cycles. The top level arhitectural inovation is that the controller is a Ml machine that
processes three different instrctions streams simultaneously as show in Figure 2. A Flow Control
Unit feeds several (here two) Macro Generator Units. The instrction streams from the Macro
Generator Units ar combined to feed the control lines of the GAPP ary. Each of these units wil
be a single chip in VLSI. All Macro Generator Units are identical.

Both the Flow Control and Macro Generator Units use externally wrtable control stores to store
instrction streams. The Row Control Unit supervises progr flow within DMC while the Macro
Generator Units produce output instructions for the GAPP array. The MIMD architecture is
hierarchical; i.e., the Row Control Unit directs the production of the programs from the Macro
Generator Units. The final output stream consists of two 15 bit words, combined to form a single
20 bit instrction and address stream for the GAPP. The controller offers a very high degree of
program compression. Existing sequencers have wide microcode words but little program
optimization or compression.

The Flow Control Unit allows eight levels of nested subroutines and eight levels of nested loops.
While loops increment, the loop counts of interior loops can be changed. Subroutine calls and
returs are performed in 3 clock cycles. With the provision that subroutines are at least three
instrcuons long, this allows penalty-free macroprogramng. External inputs may be tested for
conditional operatings (braching, looping, calling, and returning). The Row Control Unit uses a
32 bit wide instrcuon format. It is designed to be a single chip unlike existing sequencers,
although its primar function in the present controller is to diect the internal flow (withn the DMC)
of the program.
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Figu 2. Functional units within the DMC.

The Macro Generator Units, which are physically identical and each designed to be a single chip,
have several novel features:

(1) Cal able macro and address routines
(2) Automatic memory management
(3) Static and dynamc reinterpretation logic
(4) A rich set of stack operation.

Featu (1) is for progr compression. Pr-Ioaded instrction stram can be caled by specüying
a pointer and length. Typically, these ar not GAPP instrctions but instrctions which cause the
Macro Generator Units to prouce GAPP coe inditly.

Memory management calculates physical addresses given logical ones. Thus all of the memory
addressing is indirect and penalty free. A linked list of memory segments with "occupied" and
"free" areas is maintained. This handles allocation of memory and makes the task of the GAPP
programmer much easier. Also, if these functions were to be performed in software, the
processing system would not be able to operate at full speed.

Reinterpretation is a method of program compression useful from both an op-code and memory
point of view. There are both dynamc and static reinterpretations available. Reinterpretation
involves perfonnng an exclusive-OR operation on the output with a mask pattern. A number of
patterns may be stored. Dynamc reinterpretation allows an external constant to be loaded in where
the bits of the constant can be used to modify the output with one of several masks. Static
reinterpretation is only selectable at the macr-instrction leveL. Thus, the ü-then-else constrction
becomes available to parllel proessors without penalty.

The usefulness of reinterpretation is that applications natur to geometrc SIMD machines tend to
be highly patterned. Addition, subtrction and template matching to either a zero or one düfer only
in the selection of CARRY and BORROW, loops proceed by alternately selecting one stack or
another, etc. A study of the class of transformations natual to GAPP-lie machines reveals the
frequent occurence of such patterns allowing switching between instructions with the use of
reinterpretation bits. Reinterpretation of address bits alows symmetrcal operations withn address
space.

The controller also provides a rich set of stack operators, operating simultaneously on two stacks
holding address pointers to the GAPP memory. Stacks offer a way of changing the instrction
sequence to the GAPP in nonconsecutive or nonlinear ways. Two stacks with two top elements
cached in the address Macro Generator Unit give the programmer convenient access to four
diferent memory areas to implement complex arthetic and logic operations.
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4. 'Conclusions

'Thisparallelptocessötsystemis 'Cuten Ily funýfünctiönlllwit~ the COAPP .ptöCessotllay .Th~

sysæniwasdesighed to run at, the, maxrmuín ,dock tcat~ of, i 0 Mhz. ,'Cürrent~Y it "is running at 2.'
MM. Thecompuiational throughput is thus 2.8.8 Giga instrctions p'ersecond. , We are developing
:söftWàre tùolsand ptögrams to eValuaiè.1tSpetfÖtIl'llnCefotmanydiffetentclassesorptoblems,

SU'clias imageptOcesSih'gand ûhdetstanding,teal, timesignalptocessing 'andahalysis, translation
inV'ariantànd :n:on.învarantprobleïns~and the gel1erii1 studies tm th.e u:singandptogtaming of
parallel prOèessing systems~ , ,,~omeof theresul tswil be :showln a v,ideo tape,demostrtig the teal

:lÎme inlage processitgcapabilty of this system.

The 'controllet Isnch in, ways,ihlltopt1irze the, ;ptögrämi'!gofOAPP-likèllays.The detáiled
architecture will bePresentè( ,in 

a patentappÌicauon. We believe thatthesmdy 'of its concepts wiU
àlow bettetuh'(;etstådigofth~ inaxmumeffciency obtaiabie ,ftomgeometrc SIM llaysand
lead todistitct dèvelopmentsinthis btach ofCOínputetsciei'ce.
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